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Let N be a connected, simply connected nilpotent Lie group with center Z. Let U 
be an irreducible representation of N. Let v and w be vectors. U is said to be square 
integrable iff the function x + I(U(x) v, w)i (which is constant on cosets of Z) is 
square integrable module 2. If K is the kernel of U, U is said to be square 
integrable module its kernel iff the representation of K,\N defined by U is square 
integrable. (K, = component of e). Let IL be a uniform subgroup. We show the 
following theorem: The following are equivalent: (i) U is square integrable module 
its kernel, (ii) the projection corresponding to U maps C(T(N) into itself: 
Let N be a connected, simply connected nilpotent Lie group with center Z. 
Let U be an irreducible representation of N. Let u and w be vectors. U is said 
to be square integrable iff the function x -+ ]( U(x) U, w)] (which is constant on 
cosets of Z) is square integrable modulo Z. If K is the kernel of U, U is said 
to be square integrable modulo its kernel iff the representation of K,\N 
defined by U is square integrable (K, = component of e). 
Such representations were characterized by Moore and Wolf in [4], where 
they proved, among other things, 
THEOREM A. U is square integrable # there is a character L of Z such 
that ind(Z, N, A) is primary and quasi-equivalent to U. 
Now let r be a discrete subgroup of N for which r’/N is compact. Let R 
denote the regular representation of N in L*(flN) relative to the canonical 
right invariant regular probability measure on w. Let rr be a projection 
onto a maximal primary subspace of R for which R 1 x is quasi-equivalent to 
the irreducible unitary representation U. What we shall show is the 
following. 
THEOREM. The folllowing are equivalent: 
(i) U is square integrable modulo its kernel, 
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(ii) 72 maps C(IjN) into itself: 
(iii) There is a closed subgroup H of N containing r and a finite 
dimensional subrepresentation W of ind(r, H, 1) which, upon identifying R 
with ind(H, N, ind(r, H, l)), satisfies R 17~ = ind(H, N, W) (equality as 
subspaces of R-not unitary equivalence). 
(iv) W in (iii) may be taken to be one dimensional. 
The equivalence (i) c> (ii) is Brezin’s flat orbit conjecture. In the case that 
U is inducible from a normal subgroup o N it was first proved essentially by 
Richardson [8], although it was Brezin who first showed that Richardson’s 
results were equivalent to square integrability. The other equivalences were 
established in the normal case in the authors work [5]. 
Proof (i) 3 (iv) 
Let K be the kernel of U. If f is in the image of 71, R(k) f = f for all k E K 
so f (Tkx) = f (Txx-‘kx) = R(x- ‘kx) f (TX) = f (TX) since K is normal. Hence 
f is constant on cosets of I-K,,. It is easily seen that TK,, is closed. Infact let 
K’ = { y If(ryx) =f(rx) a.e. x and all f in the image of 71). 
K’ is a closed subgroup which contains r and K. Kb is normalized by r and 
hence Kb is normal since r is Zariski dense in N (see [ 1 I). Hence R 1~ is 
trivial on Kb and thus Kb = K,. Thus TK, is open and closed in K’ and thus 
closed in N. It is easily seen from this that we may pass to K,\N and prove 
our theorem there. Hence we may take K, = {e). Then U is square integrable 
and the Moore-Wolf result applies. Let Z be the center of N and x the 
character of Z which induces a primary representation quasi-equivalent to U. 
Then UI Z = xZ so x is trivial on Z fl r. Let A be the character of TZ defined 
by IE(yz) =x(z) (note that this is well defined). Let H = TZ. Then k satisfies 
I(yh) = I(h) for all h E H so 3, is an element of the space of ind (r, H, 1). 
The subspace generated by A is invariant and the restriction W of 
ind (r, H, 1) to this subspace is equivalent o A. 
As a subspace of R, ind (H, N, W) is the set off E L2(w) which satisfy 
f Vhx) = W)f (r x > f or a.e. Tx. This is the same as saying R(z)f = x(z)f for 
all z E Z which implies that ind (H, N, W) = R 17~ (see [4, Theorem 21). This 
proves (i) * (iv). 
(iv) * (iii) is obvious. 
(iii) 5 (ii). Let rcO be the projection onto W in L’(r\H). Then the 
projection onto ind (H, N, IV) (which is 7~) is for a.e. x 
nf (rx) = n,(.0(0, (*I 
where f, is the restriction of R(x)f to r\H. Since the image of 7~~ is finite 
dimensional and since the continuous functions are dense in any invariant 
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subspace of L’(flH), we know that the image consists entirely of continuous 
functions. It follows from the closed graph theorem that ]]r~,,f](~ < C ]]f]], 
for allfE C(flH). The above formula implies that the same is true for z, as 
desired. 
(ii) 3 (i). As in (i) 3 (iv) above we reduce to the case that the kernel of U 
is locally trivial. Then U] Z =x . I for some character x of Z. Since x locally 
has no kernel, Z is one dimensional. Let JV denote the Lie algebra of N and 
_ir the Lie algebra of Z. There is a YE JV such that [J’~, Y] = 8. In fact, Y 
may be chosen so that exp YE K (See [3], e.g.). Let Jv; be the centralizer of 
Y in JV and N, the corresponding subgroup of N. Jy; is an ideal of co- 
dimension 1 in c 4^ and fl= N,T is a closed subgroup of N. Let 
R= ind (r, N, 1) so R = ind (fl, N, 8). It is known that there is a 
subrepresentation @’ of l? such that R ] z = ind (fl, N, P?). In fact @ is the 
maximal subrepresentation of R such that ind (N,, N, PIN,) is quasi- 
equivalent o U. (See either the proof of Moore’s algorithm [3] or lemma 11 
of [ 7] for this). Let 7t be the projection for which R] 75 = @. Then by formula 
(*) above with H=N and 7?=~,,, 71 preserves C(flN) iff n’ preserves 
C(P@). Now, since fl= TN,, PIN, z ind (r,, N, , 1) = R, , where 
r, = Tn N, . Hence we may consider ;f on L’(T,w,). We shall decompose 
R ,I 75. 
Specilicaly let P, be the two dimensional subalgebra of Jy; spanned by Y 
and 2. Let Z, be the corresponding subgroup of N, . Z, is central in N, . Let 
S be the set of characters A of Z, such that A extends x and A is trivial on 
Tn z,. For ;1 E S andfE C(T,\N,) let 
/I *f(z-, x) = J‘ f(rlzlX)~(-(Zl))~(~lzl), 
rlvlzl 
where the integral is with respect to the canonical measure on Ti\TiZ, = 
r, n Z,\Z, . f + A *f extends to a continuous projection on L’(T,\N,) which 
intertwines R , . Its image is the set off for which R ,(zi)f= n(z,)f for all 
z1 E Z, so it is in fact a central projection. Let II~ = ?(A * a). Clearly 
r? = 2 X~ (A E S) and rc,, maps C(T,w,) into itself. 
LEMMA 1. ind (N, , fl, R, I nA) is equivalent to a subrepresentation of kf? 
Proof: It is easily computed that as a map of L*(T,\N,) into itself, 
e4f CT, x> =f v, Y- %fl) 
for y E I-, n E N,. From this it follows easily that 
W(x) n,lqx-1) = 7rAx, 
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where A, = n(x- ’ . x). (Note that 2, is normalized by N.) A, = I iff x E N,. 
Infact we may write A = exp 2x@ o log]Z, , where $ is a functional on 3’:. If 
X = log x, then 
WYsY>) = Q(sy) + g(s[X Y]). 
This equals #(sY) for all s iff #([X, Y]) = 0. Since x is non-trivial on Z, 4 is 
non-trivial on -27. Since % is one-dimensional, this implies [X, Y] = 0 and 
hence x E N, . If x E N,, )LX = I since Z, is central in N, . Also if AX # I then 
rt2 is orthogonal to nl. These comments imply that ind (N,, fl, R 17~~) is
eqiivalent to a subrepresentation f @ for any fixed 1. To see this let yi be a 
set of coset representatives of N, in TN,, yi E r. Let Ai = &. Iffis a function 
on fl valued in the image of nA which satisfiesf(nx) = Rl(n)f(x) for n E N, 
and x E N, let 
Z?‘(y; ‘) maps the image of 7~~ 
orthogonal set in L*(flfl). Thus 
into that of 7r1so {w(,,:‘)f(,i)} is an 
The latter expression is the norm off as an element of ind (N,, fl, RI I x.~). 
This proves our claim since A clearly intertwines B? Q.E.D. 
Now nA need not be primary. However, from the lemma ind (N, , N, R I I nA) 
is a subrepresentation of R ]X so 7~~ induces a primary representation of N. 
Since primary subrepresentations of R have finite multiplicity, X* must have 
finite multiplicity. Let 
define the primary decomposition of R, ] n, and let Ui,n be an irreducible 
unitary representation of N, quasi-equivalent to z~,~. From proof of the 
zero-one law given in [6], each 7zi,* maps C(T,w,) into itself since the 
above sum is finite. By induction then, U,,, is square integrable modulo its 
kernel. Let Ki,n be the component of e of the kernel of Ui,n and let Hi,A be 
inverse image in N, of the center of K,,,\N, under the projection map. Then 
from the Moore-Wolf result there is a character /ii,1 of Hi,A trivial on Kiqn 
(and hence on [N,, Hi,*]) such that /ii,A induces a primary representation 
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quasi-equivalent to U,,A. It follows as in (i) 3 (iv) that Pi,n = ~rHi,n, is 
compact and that relative to the canonical measure 
7ci,*(S)(rx) = \ fCrhx) zi,,l(h) d(Th)* 
. Pi.l 
Now let Z, be the center of N,. 
LEMMA 2. For all 1 and i, Hi,A = Z,. 
Proof. From the fact that Ui,A.)Z, is given by a character it is easily seen 
that Hi,A 1 Z, and the character is /ii,* IZ,. Our problem is to show 
Hi,n c Z,. We shall show that H,,A is normal in N. This will imply that 
[N,, Hi,A] is normal in N (note that N, is normal). Since Ai,A is trivial on 
this set this will imply that this set is in the kernel of ind (Hi,A, N, n,,,) 
which is quasi-equivalent to U. But U has locally trivial kernel so this shows 
Hi,.l c Z,. Our proof will depend essentially on the fact that 75= c z~l 
preserves continuity. 
Now, recall that if v is a measure on rlwl, the support group spsg v is 
the smallest closed subgroup K of N, containing r, for which .D is supported 
in T,\K. v is said to be indecomposable if ]v( (IjK’) # 0 implies 
(K’)O 3 (spsg v)~ for any closed subgroup K’ 3 r (see [9]). Let p be the 
measure ,E(f)(Tie) = ?(f)(rie), fE C(T,w,). Then, in the terminology of 
[ 71, $ is a central idempotent element of p(r,\N,). In Proposition 10 of [7], 
we showed that every such measure could be written in the form 
where the pi are indecomposible and central. For A as above let $.4 denote the 
measure CA(f) = ,~(l*f). Similarly define ,u~,~. Then 
We may extend II to a character of T,Z, which is trivial on r and hence to a 
function 1 on r,\r,z, . Let d,l denote the measure on T,\N, given by 
integration against xd(r,\r, Z,). Then, in the notation of [7], pi,* = ,u? dA so, 
as in the proof of Lemma 16 of [7], pi*1 is indecomposable and if 
Ki = (SPsg Pi)0 then (spsg Pi,,t)o = KiZ,. 
On the other hand, clearly gA(f) = n,(f)(re). Hence, by the above 
projection formula, making the obvious definition, 
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Now, indecomposable decompositions are essentially unique. It follows from 
Lemma 12 in [7], by comparing the above decompositions, that if xA # 0 
each Hi,A equals some KjZ, for all i and A (j depending on i and A). Thus 
there are only a finite number of distinct Hi,*. Furthermore 
IQ- ‘) 7&(y) = 7r8) 
where p(e) = A(y. y-‘) and y E r. Now y E r gives rise to homeomorphism 
dy of T,\N, by conjugation. The above says that $A o #y = Fb. This implies 
that yHi,n y- ’ = Hj,o for some j depending on y. Thus Hi,A only has a finite 
number of dstinct r cobnjugates o that the normalizer To of Hi,n in r has 
finite index. But then r, is Zariski dense in N (see [ 11) so Hi,* is normal in 
N. Q.E.D. 
Now let T = Tr\Tr Z, = r, f? Z,\Z,, a compact abelian group. Let 
,U = ,C T. Then 
where dx is the Haar measure on T and Ai,* is the projection of Ai,l to i? 
Then ,U is an idempotent measure on T (see [9]) since its Fourier transform 
is the characteristic function of {/?,,,}. Note that the A’i,n are distinct since 
otherwise the xi,* are not orthogonal. It follows that (d,,,} is an element of 
the coset space of p- the algebra of sets generated by cosets of subgroups of 
p (see Rudin [9]). 
Now, let X0 be the Lie algebra of Z, and let r;F be the set of functionals Q 
on S$ which map log rn Z, into E. Let C be the set of 4 E r,* such that 
exp 2niqi o logzO E {Ai,n}. Then C belongs to the coset space of I$. Let M’ 
denote the coset space of I’$. Let “--)’ denote Zariski closure in r,*. The 
following is due to Brezin (see [3, Theorem (2.3)]). 
LEMMA 3. If A E ,cP, then x is a fmite union of afine subspaces H of 
8,* such that H nc is Zariski dense in H. 
The lemma implies that E = Uf= I Hi, where the Hi are affine spaces in 
8:. On the other hand, it follows as in the proof of Lemma 2 above that ,Y 
is invariant under (ad y ] &,)*, y E r. Since r is Zariski dense in N, z is N- 
invariant. Furthermore, there are at most a finite number of r orbits in C for 
if d E .X and exp 2ni# o log, = A,,, then .?X(y)~l~,~R(y-‘) projects onto an 
invariant subspace of R, 175 and hence induces an invariant subspace of R 1 x. 
Distinct orbits correspond to orthogonal subspaces o there are only a finite 
number of r orbits. Now orbits in %$ of N are closed since ad* is unipotent. 
It follows from the Zariski density of r that the closure of a r orbit in 8$ is 
an N orbit. Thus E is a finite union of N orbits. Now N orbits are irreducible 
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in the sense of algebraic geometry since they are a rational image of an 
irreducible set. Afftne spaces are also irreducible. It follows from the 
uniqueness of irreducible decompositions that each orbit in 2 is in fact an 
affme space. Let H c E be such an orbit and 9%‘“~ & be the set of X such 
that 4(X) = I&Y) for all 4, w E H. Then Y3’” is a subalgebra of 3Y0. Let W be 
the corresponding subgroup and let /i on W be the function 
exp 2744 o log / W, where #EH. Let V,=ind(W,N,,II) and let 
V = ind ( W, N, A). Note that ind ( W, 2,) A) = s @ /1’, where the integral is 
over the space of characters /i’ on Z, such that /1’/ W = A. Each /1’ is 
exp i# log 1 Z,, where 4 E H. Hence each A’ is conjugate to every other under 
the action of N on Z,. It follows that the representations ind (Z, , N, A’) are 
all equivalent. There is a /ii,n equal to some A’ so the representations are 
infact quasi-equivalent to R 1~. Hence I/ is primary and quasi-equivalent to 
R 1 rr. Since H is N-invariant, W is normal and UI W = A . I. Hence (ker Ai>,, 
is trivial and W is one dimensional. Since /li,n IZ =x, WI Z, so W = Z. 
Therefore, from the Moore-Wolf result, U is square integrable. Q.E.D. 
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